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in DROPS Alaska, with DROPS Glitter

Double Crochet (dc) US: Single Crochet (sc)

Insert hook into stitch, yarn over, pull the loop 
back through the stitch (2 loops on hook), yarn 
over and pull through both loops on hook.

INFORMATION:

Half Treble (htr) US: Half Double Crochet (hdc)

Yarn over, insert hook, yarn over, pull the loop 
back through the stitch (3 loops on hook), yarn 
over and pull through all three loops on hook.

Double Treble (dtr) US: Treble Crochet (tr)

Wrap the yarn over the hook twice and insert 
hook into stitch. Yarn over and pull through the 
stitch only (4 loops on the hook). Yarn over pull 
through the first 2 loops only (3 loops left on 
the hook), yarn over through 2 loops (2 loops 
left on the hook) and yarn over, through final 2 
loops.
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

DROPS Alaska 
in the following shades:

• 02 (Off White)

• 11 (Dark Red) 

• 45 (Light Olive)

(Aran weight 100% wool 
yarn, available in 50g balls)

DROPS Glitter 
in shade 01 (Gold)

(Available in 10g balls 
- 700 metre length)

A 5mm crochet 
hook 
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We used DROPS Alaska shade 11 (Dark 
Red) with a strand of DROPS Glitter shade 
01 (Gold) (for some extra Christmas 
sparkle!) to make our pompoms. 

We used the bigger of the Extra Small 
Clover pompom makers. 

We made our holly leaves by following 
Lucy from Attic24’s ‘Jolly Holly’ crochet 
pattern.

You can find the free pattern on the 
Attic24 blog: http://attic24.typepad.com/
weblog/holly-leaves.html

We used DROPS Alaska shade 45 (Light 
Olive) with a strand of DROPS Glitter 
shade 01 (Gold). 

POMPOMSHOLLYSTARS

Using DROPS Alaska shade 02 (Off White) with a 
strand of DROPS Glitter in shade 01 (Gold), and 
a 5mm crochet hook, start by making a magic 
ring (see YouTube or Google for tutorials on this!) or 
chain 2 and work your stitches into the 1st chain.
15 htr into ring.
Join to 1st htr with a slip stitch. (15 htr)

Round 2:
*Chain 4
Working into this chain:
dc into 2nd chain from hook.
htr into next chain.
dtr into last chain.
Skip two stitches on round and slip stitch. *
Repeat * * until finished!
Cut yarn and sew in end.

JOINING YOUR BUNTING TOGETHER

To make our bunting string, we simply plaited one strand of each of the three DROPS Alaska shades together. 
We then sewed in our stars, holly leaves and pompoms!
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